1. Introduction. Brown [8] has proved that the Laguerre polynomial L m" (x) satisfies a generating relation of the form (l.D Z Lla+mn)(x)tn = A(t)exp(xB(t)), 77=0 where m is an arbitrary integer.
Carlitz [9] has generalized (1.1) as follows:
0.2) f L^"\x)tn = (i±4--expf-xv),
where f is a function of t given by f(0) = 0, v -t(\ + v)p , a. and ft ate complex numbers.
In our previous paper [4] The change of order of integration and summation is justified due to the conditions stated therein.
We mention some of the interesting particular cases of (2.1). Using
Sharma's formula • ^/l; a + l;dL±vL=4))_iFi(1; a + 1; x) .
If we put /3 = -1 in (2.14), we have 
